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Abstract. Social scientists have stores of data on individuals and groups but relatively little 
on social interactions, the basis of all social life. That is likely to change due to the spread of 
computer-mediated interactions that leave a digital record. The flood of available on-line 
information – from corporate web pages to news groups, wikis, and blogs – has the potential 
to open up new frontiers in social science research on the diffusion of innovations and beliefs, 
the self-organization of on-line communities, and the collective behavior of individuals. The 
Cornell Yesternet project will create a research laboratory for social science research based 
on the Internet Archive's 40-billion page Web collection. These snapshots of the Web have 
been captured and archived every two months for nearly ten years. The Yesternet project will 
copy and reconfigure large portions of this massive collection as a relational database that can 
be used for research on social and information networks. The Cornell team, composed of 
social, computer, and information scientists, will develop, test, and refine the necessary tools 
as part of a series of testbed research applications that track the diffusion of innovation on the 
Web.   

The Challenge 
 Over the past century, social scientists have collected stores of data about individuals, 
using surveys and records kept by governments and employers. Individual-level data is then 
aggregated as population statistics for groups of varying size, from local communities to 
nation states. In comparison, we have frustratingly little data about the interactions between 
people who influence one another in response to the influences they receive. Yet social 
relations and interactions are the foundation of social life. What we most need to understand 
is also what we know the least about. The reason is obvious. It is much easier to observe 
friends than to observe a friendship. Social interactions are fleeting – one needs to be 
watching at precisely the right moment. Moreover, the data are also tedious to hand-code and 
record, given the nuances of interaction and the exponential increase in the number of 



relations as the size of the group increases. As a consequence, studies of interactions in 
networks tend to be static (Moody, McFarland, and Bender-deMoll 2005), limited to the 
structures of interaction without regard to content (Emirbayer and Goodwin 1994), and based 
on very small numbers of nodes. For example, Newcomb’s (1961) classic study of an 
acquaintance network involved only 17 residents of a boarding house yet required several 
years of work by a team of graduate students who lived with and recorded observations of 
interactions.  
 The agonizing difficulty observing social life at the relational level is about to change, 
thanks to computer mediated social interactions that leave a digital trace. In particular, the 
explosive growth of on-line networks over the past decade has created vast quantities of 
semi-structured data such as Web pages, email messages, blog postings, and chat room logs. 
These data hold enormous potential for empirical social science research that has thus far 
been largely untapped.  
 The problem now is not the scarcity of data but its abundance – how to download, store, 
structure, and search Web-scale data. The challenges for researchers are multi-fold: 
 • Content and structure are implicit rather than explicit, unlike traditional tabular databases 

with specified fields and relations. New tools are needed to parse data into meaningful 
parts and structures. 

 • Data results from independent actions of many agents (both individuals and 
organizations) rather than by being gathered centrally for particular purposes. Thus the 
paradigm shifts from one of data collection and analysis to one of data mining and 
information discovery. 

 • The sheer scale of billions of items poses both computational and conceptual challenges. 
Data intensive computing, tightly coupling petabytes of storage with teraflops of 
processing power, is at the edge of what is technically feasible over the next two years. 
Manually coding such vast quantities of data is beyond human capabilities and requires 
new tools such as semi-supervised machine learning. 

 • Even for data gathered from publicly available sources such as the Web, privacy is a 
substantial concern. Combining, analyzing and mining data can easily reveal information 
that was not apparent in the original sources. Thus privacy preserving data mining and 
discovery techniques must be employed. 

 To address these challenges, we assembled a team of social scientists whose research 
stands to benefit from the use of on-line network data, alongside computer scientists with 
expertise in very large semi-structured datasets, privacy, machine learning, natural language 
processing, data mining, information retrieval, relational databases, and digital libraries.  
 The project team is drawn together by the enormous promise of a unique and largely 
untapped dataset: the Internet Archive's 40-billion page collection of Web pages. The Internet 
Archive consists of snapshots of the Web collected and archived about every two months for 
nearly ten years. Realizing this potential will require successfully meeting a daunting 
technical challenge. The Internet Archive is larger in scale and more heterogeneous in content 
than any other semi-structured social science dataset we know of. In its current form, this 
dataset comprises a vast archive that can be accessed only via individual Web page URLs. 
We are copying and transforming the dataset into a relational database we are calling the 
"Yesternet" that will be an accessible resource for social science research. The project 
exploits a unique facility currently being built at Cornell with NSF support, the "Petabyte 
Storage for Data Driven Science." 
 Computer scientists have learned through experience that it is usually best to build 
software tools in close collaboration with users. Our success depends critically on using the 
tools, as they are being developed, to address specific research problems. Hence, our project 
is two-fold – to build an intelligent front-end that will make the Internet Archive widely 



accessible to social scientists, and to develop, test, and refine these tools through specific 
research applications on a problem of broad theoretical and practical interest – the diffusion 
of innovations.  

II. The Yesternet and the Diffusion of Innovation 
 Studies of the diffusion of innovation have attracted widespread interest across the social 
sciences. Sociology, anthropology, geography, economics, organizational behavior, 
population ecology and communication studies all have long-standing traditions of research 
on the means by which ideas and practices spread across the social landscape. Applications 
include the diffusion of medical technologies like new prescription drugs (Coleman, Katz and 
Menzel 1966), diseases like AIDS (Watts 2003), organizational policies like affirmative 
action (Edelman 1990), and collective actions like the sit-down strike (Morris 1981). Studies 
such as these have developed a wealth of empirical insights about the characteristics of 
innovators, early adopters, and laggards; the networks that channel contagion; and the 
opportunities and obstacles faced by "change agents" (Rogers 2003).  
 Despite the accumulation of knowledge about particular cases and contexts, cumulative 
theoretical progress has been halting. One reason for this lack of theoretical progress is that 
research strategies and technologies have been remarkably static. Ryan and Gross’s (1943) 
landmark hybrid corn study "established the customary research methodology to be used by 
most diffusion investigators: retrospective survey interviews in which adopters of an 
innovation are asked when they adopted, where or from whom they obtained information 
about the innovation, and the consequences of adoption" (Rogers 2003, p. 33). These 
painstaking reconstructions suffer from important limitations: 
 • Restricted scale, on the order of hundreds of adopters, with hard-to-collect network data 

often a limiting factor. 
 • Restricted geographical scope, often country specific, rarely global. 
 • Little analysis of the earliest stages of diffusion, before the innovation has spread 

sufficiently to attract the attention of pollsters, reporters, or scholars. 
 • Limited knowledge of the full life cycle of diffusion. While upswings in adoption are 

much studied, little is known about downswings and innovation abandonment (which is 
often an unpublicized non-event).  

 • Limited attention to unsuccessful innovations that fail to diffuse widely. 
 • Limited analysis of the branching, evolving, and mutating content of the innovation. 
 • Limited comparative inquiry across cultures, innovations, or units of analysis. 
 We can address these limitations by tracking the diffusion of innovation using data from 
Web pages. Our strategy moves away from separate collection of hand-coded data for each 
innovation, in favor of a vast on-line repository that can be accessed for many large-scale 
studies using intelligent search and manipulation tools. In marked contrast to small, local case 
studies, the Yesternet will allow a global and cross-cultural perspective. This breadth need 
not come at the expense of depth. For example, Web reports of the spread of protest events 
can be used in much the same way researchers currently use newspaper accounts, with the 
added benefit that Web reports often provide links to extensive primary source material from 
the protest organizations themselves. Because the Web has no editors, it provides access to 
innovations that never took off and which therefore never reached the attention of those who 
screen which data get collected and archived. We can observe not only the spread of 
innovations but also the decline, as well as the mutations and branching – tasks that are not 
possible when data collection is hand coded using predefined terms to search for a specific 
entity.  



 We suspect the greatest potential of the Yesternet will be to suggest new questions and 
modes of inquiry. For example, intelligent search tools could permit researchers to discover 
innovations that spread the fastest or the farthest over a given time period and those that 
failed. More generally, the inductive approach allows researchers to focus on the profile of an 
innovation, and then find content that fits the form. Instead of generalizing from innovation-
specific cases, we will be able to create macrosocial datasets in which innovations, not 
adopters, are the units of analysis. By comparing diffusions between different network 
structures and cultures, we will be able to gain insight into contextual effects. 
 To date, the use of Web data to study diffusion of innovations is itself an innovation that 
has not yet diffused. A few studies have appeared (Preece and Maloney-Krichmar 2003, 
Kollock and Smith 1996, Price et al. 2003), and there are proposals for using Web data to 
study diffusion processes (Rangaswamy and Gupta 1999). The Web has also been used to 
study the spread of social movements and political influence. For example, Adamic and 
Glance (2005) mapped the “political blogosphere” of “red” and “blue” advocates in the 2004 
election (see Figure 1). They found that conservative blogs tend to link to one another more 
frequently than do their liberal counterparts.  
 

 
Figure 1: Community structure of political blogs, from Adamic and Glance (2005, p. 4). 
Orange links go from liberal (blue) to conservative (red), and purple ones from 
conservative to liberal. The size of each blog reflects the number of other blogs that link 
to it. 
 
 Following Adamic and Glance, Robert Ackland’s team at Australian National University 
is also using Web data to study differences in network structure between left-wing and right-
wing social movements in Australia, including pro-life/pro-choice, left and right extremist 
parties, and environmental groups (Ackland et al. 2006). They developed the Virtual 
Observatory for the Study of Online Networks (http://voson.anu.edu.au), Web-based software 
that incorporates Web mining and data visualisation. Using VOSON, they also found that 
right-wing groups tend to be more densely tied to one another compared to those on the left. 

http://voson.anu.edu.au/


They are currently working hard to see if this pattern extends to still other groups in other 
places, and to look for clues as to why this might be the case. 
 The primary reasons that more researchers are not yet using the Web are the technical 
difficulties in gathering and analyzing the data. Researchers must not only be able to use a 
Web crawler to collect data, but must also master techniques for natural language processing 
and machine learning in order to build effective filters that can search through gazillions of 
pages. Researchers then confront massive amounts of poorly structured data that must be 
organized into a usable form. Moreover, a crawl of the Web yields only a current snapshot. 
Temporal phenomena such as diffusion are impossible to study without gathering many 
crawls over a substantial time period. 
 Pioneers in this area know what we need: "a centralized solution for archiving and 
access" (Halavais 2003). The data for this centralized solution already exists: the Internet 
Archive. The question is whether this data source will remain limited to its current archival 
purposes, or whether social and computer scientists will work together to aggressively exploit 
this remarkable opportunity to observe very large-scale social interactions that leave a digital 
record, without the prohibitive need to start each study from scratch. 

III. Research Applications: Opportunities and Limitations 
 A wide variety of innovations are studied within a diffusion framework, including the 
spread of new technologies, organizational forms, fads and fashions, norms, beliefs, and 
urban legends. Other potential applications include tests of mimetic models of the spread of 
virus-like social, political, and religious innovations. Below, we sketch in greater detail 
several applications that illustrate the research opportunities that lie ahead and how they 
might be exploited. It is important to recognize, however, that these applications barely 
scratch the surface of the research opportunities that will open up when the Yesternet comes 
on-line. 

The Evolution of Innovation  
 By combining natural language processing with structural analysis of changes of Web 
data over time, it becomes possible to track not only diffusion but also the branching that 
occurs when an innovation mutates into new forms that then spread independently. This is 
very hard to do when data collection is hand coded using predefined terms to search for a 
specific entity. Language processing tools developed by our project will make it possible to 
develop search algorithms that can not only locate a particular innovation (such as an urban 
legend) but all its "first cousins," "second cousins" and so on. Researchers will be able to 
compute not only the rate of diffusion, but also the mutation rates. This will extend research 
interest to areas including organizational ecology, memetics, and the study of social 
movements. 

From Sigmoids to Bursts  
 Classical diffusion models posit a characteristic S-shaped growth curve that reflects the 
need for a critical mass on the one side and the limiting effects of a bounded population of 
potential adopters on the other. Feedback loops are one of the mechanisms for critical mass. 
Book sales increase gradually until the book makes the bestseller list and then leap ahead. 
Protests grow in dribbles until they get large enough to attract media attention. Recent 
research using on-line data suggests that the classical model may obscure local bursts that can 
only be observed using fine-grained longitudinal methods. Web data gives us an 
unprecedented ability to observe these bursts and their repercussions. In studying profiles for 
the adoption of innovations, “burst analysis” suggests the beginnings of a framework for 
understanding the interplay between discrete and continuous phenomena in the diffusion of 
ideas and content.  Consider, for example, the typical dynamics by which a Web site or blog 



rises to popularity.  Is it a gradual climb, or a series of relative plateaus punctuated by abrupt 
rises?  Or is it a mixture of the two?  Do bloggers tend to become well-known because of the 
exposure gained from a few widely-read postings, or because of steady effort over a period of 
months or years?  Can we characterize ideas, innovations, and content by those whose rise to 
prominence follows a more continuous trajectory, and those whose rise is more discrete?  

Niche Formation  
 Not all contagions propagate to the global population, even in small worlds. Innovations 
that compete for adopters tend to carve out niches on the social landscape. Niche formation is 
difficult to observe using traditional content-specific retrospective studies, due to the narrow 
focus on one innovation at a time. This is true as well for the related field of organizational 
ecology, despite the theoretical importance of niche formation. Data collection directed 
towards specific innovations has focused attention on competition among organizations 
within a given niche, to the neglect of competition between innovations to attract 
organizations. This competition is most apparent among technologies, but it also includes 
competition among beliefs, opinions, and fashions. Open access to the Internet Archive will 
open up new opportunities for research on niche formation by organizational and population 
ecologists, as well as cultural sociologists. Research on the spread of religion shows that 
theological competition promotes diffusion rather than undermining faith. Does this extend 
more broadly? Do uncontested ideas and practices spread differently than those that are hotly 
debated (such as stem cell research, abortion rights, same-sex marriage, or euthanasia)? Does 
contested diffusion promote local clustering and temporal bursts? 

Subcultures and Community Formation 
 The Internet is a great place for subcultures to develop and thrive. The archive will allow 
anthropologists and ethnographers to track their birth, development, and failure. Moreover, 
researchers will now be able to compare a large number of different subcultures, which would 
have been practically impossible using traditional methods of data collection. For example, 
how do users with common interests gather around a central space and acquire an identity as 
a distinct community? Tracing the growth of Slashdot, Arstechnica, or any well-defined 
group of bloggers can help identify patterns of interaction. How do these communities self-
organize? What happens once the group defines an explicit identity? Does identity limit 
growth by defining unambiguous boundaries, or does it promote growth by affirming the 
group’s legitimacy? Is growth limited by the exhaustion of available recruits (as posited in 
classical diffusion models) or by the carrying capacity of self-organizing communities that 
lack the material and institutional resources for enforcing norms? Groups like Slashdot have 
developed a system of user-based moderation that can be used to test theories (including 
game-theoretic predictions) about the origins of social order. 
 Kleinberg, Huttenlocher, and two of their graduate students, Backstrom and Lan, are 
using Web crawls to study the “processes by which communities in a social network come 
together, attract new members, and develop over time” (2006). They crawled 875 LiveJournal 
communities to find individuals who were one degree removed, that is, who were not 
members themselves but were friends with at least one member. They then calculated the 
probability these individuals would join the community, as a function of the number of 
friends who were members (Figure 2) and the clustering of ties among these friends (Figure 
3). 
 
 



Figure 2: The probability p of joining a LiveJournal community as a function of the 
number of friends k already in the community. Error bars represent two standard 
errors. Source: Backstrom et al. (2006). 
  
 Although most diffusion studies display a characteristic sigmoidal probability function 
for adoption, the growth of LJ communities appears to follow a concave function, suggesting 
that the threshold for joining is relatively low.  

Issue Salience 
 Political scientists have long recognized that struggles over the items that get on the 
agenda can be just as important as debates over the items themselves. What causes an issue to 
become “hot.” Perhaps more importantly, how do once-hot issues fall off the agenda? These 
non-events have been very difficult to observe using content-driven methods of data 
collection. The Yesternet will make it possible for political scientists and opinion and market 
researchers to track not only the propagation of positions on issues but also the diffusion of 
opinion as to what issues ought to be debated.  
 



 
Figure 3: The probability of joining a LiveJournal community as a function of the 
internal connectedness of friends already in the community. Error bars represent two 
standard errors. Source: Backstrom et al. (2006). 
 

Emergence and Diffusion of Norms in Online Communities 
 Access to a ten-year record of the Web will advance cross-disciplinary research on the 
study of social life in cyberspace. Online interactions are distinctive in the separation from 
fixed and recognizable demographic and social identities, the relaxation of spatial and 
cultural constraints on interaction, and the self-organization of authority (Preece and 
Maloney-Krichmar 2003, Wellman et al. 1996). These conditions are unique in history, 
providing an exceptional opportunity for research on the emergence, spread, and enforcement 
of norms – a seminal problem in the study of social order. Must norms be imposed top-down, 
through formal institutional arrangements, or can they also self-organize through bottom-up 
interactions among users (Postmes, Spears and Lea 2000, Preece 2004)? Path breaking 
studies have focused on Usenet (Kollock and Smith 1996, Smith 1999), Multi-User Domains 
(Reid 1999) and Slashdot.com (Halavais 2001, Poor 2005), but methods of on-line data 
collection have limited the analyses to the study of a small number of groups (Herring et al. 
2002, Postmes et al. 2000), or a single system of norm enforcement (Halavais 2001, Poor 
2005). Despite the development of new tools for analysis of Usenet data (Viegas and Smith 
2004, Fiore, Teirnan and Smith 2001), our ability to track emergent norms and compare 
larger numbers of groups remains limited by the problem of observing a rapidly moving 
target, as communities come and go with changing technologies and fashions (DiMaggio et 
al. 2001, Wilson and Peterson 2002). The Yesternet addresses these limitations by providing 
an extensive and permanent record of on-line communities. When the Yesternet is fully 
implemented, longitudinal analyses of a vast number of online communities will make it 
possible to compare groups that differ in reliance on formal institutional arrangements (such 
as moderators), ideological appeal, or sub-cultural identity.  



Network Dynamics of Polarization  
 Polarization is a special case of the diffusion of beliefs, characterized by the spread of 
competing views. Most diffusion studies assume that adopters positively influence others to 
adopt, leading to convergence within a population. Studies of polarization introduce the 
possibility for negative influence as well, which has the unintended effect of inducing targets 
to do or think the opposite. This not only causes beliefs to acquire a bimodal distribution, but 
more importantly, beliefs also tend to become correlated, creating opposing camps of like-
minded people (DiMaggio, Evans, and Bryson 1996). Empirical tests, however, are not 
possible using conventional methods of survey analysis. Surveys are limited to issues that 
have already attracted the attention of scholars or pollsters, which precludes observation of 
the emergence and development of a contested issue. In addition, survey data does not 
provide access to the influence process or the networks within which influence propagates.  
 On-line discussion provides a unique opportunity to observe the dynamics of 
polarization. Pundits and academics have recognized the growing importance of news groups 
and blogs in providing self-organizing frameworks for on-line discussion and debate 
(Carpini, Cook and Jacobs 2004, Klam 2004, Price and Cappella 2002, Price et al. 2003). Yet 
rather than fostering greater political and ideological integration, the Internet is increasingly 
regarded as contributing to the polarization of beliefs, opinions, and attitudes in an era of 
"culture wars" (Adamic and Glance 2005; Ackland et al. 2006; Sunstein 2001; Sunstein 
2004). Existing work on the effects of on-line influence is based mainly on either 
observational studies of a small number of groups (Ranerup 2000, Price and Cappella 2002, 
Price et al. 2003), or analysis of cross-sectional data taken from a large number of affiliated 
blogs (Adamic and Glance 2005). Such data are not sufficient to test predictions about 
changes over time in the distribution of beliefs, including the tendency for substantively 
unrelated issues to become aligned over time.  
 Coupled with developments in natural language processing now underway at Cornell, 
the Yesternet will make it possible for studies like those of Adamic and Glance and the 
Ackland team to include analysis of opinion dynamics, by mapping changes over time in the 
network structures in which these opinions are embedded. Researchers will be able to track 
opinion dynamics on the Web over the past decade, based on access to an extensive record of 
online discussions since 1996, including not only content but also network structure. 
Archived snapshots of message boards containing directed messages will make it possible to 
study the propagation of influence through dyadic interactions on a dynamic social topology. 
Research on the propagation of beliefs will have, for the first time, access to ongoing 
discussions and debates as these unfold in networks composed of identifiable cliques. We 
will be able to locate the structural positions of opinion leaders in networks of directed 
messages. By comparing the opinion dynamics of like-minded groups with those that attract 
members of rival camps, we will be able to study the spread of both positive and negative 
influence. Initially, research will be limited by the use of keywords which are better suited to 
track the salience of an issue than to sort out positions. Eventually, we hope to employ recent 
methods that apply machine learning to automatically identify the sentiment of pieces of text 
(Pang, Lee and Vaithyanathan 2002), and to automatically create belief-based summaries of 
one or more documents or text fragments (Cardie et al. 2004, Breck and Cardie 2003, Wiebe, 
Wilson and Cardie 2005). NLP tools developed at Cornell have already proven effective in 
reading movie reviews, and work is underway to extend these to political positions. The tools 
can be trained using on-line text of speeches by politicians or blog authors whose positions 
are known, and then extending their reach.  
 
 



Diffusion across Organizations 
 Organizational Web pages typically have much more complete background data on the 
identity of the page owner and greater opportunity for supplementation through conventional 
archival sources. The Yesternet opens up new vistas for the study of organizational 
innovation. While organizational Web pages are generally a poor source of information on 
organizational policies and programs, the Web as a communications medium provides 
detailed histories of many kinds of organizational actions. Corporate downsizings are 
publicly communicated, as are patents, new product offerings, and many forms of market 
entry (Budros 1997). We plan to develop natural language and machine learning tools to 
locate and classify these sorts of communications (whether from public media, corporate 
press releases, annual reports, or public documents) in a systematic and reproducible fashion.  
 The Yesternet also permits an even bigger step on the explanatory side, and particularly 
in the detection of network diffusion. Much contemporary analysis is moving away from 
formal organizational affiliations and towards the study of individual migration. Research on 
top management teams shows powerful effects of prior organizational affiliations on product 
market entry and strategic profiles (Boeker 1997, Geletkanycz and Hambrick 1997). An 
organization's life chances depend on its parents, much as an individual's does (Phillips 
2002). And in an analysis of a multinational bank's adoption of managerial innovations in 15 
areas, the only consistent source of inter-organizational influence was the network generated 
by top manager mobility (Still and Strang 2004).  
 The Yesternet provides an opportunity to systematically generate networks based on 
inter-organizational migration, and to embed these in diffusion analyses. Using hand coding, 
members of our team have already developed procedures for tracing managerial career 
trajectories on the Web, via an inspection of public, company, and business media sources. 
These have been used to generate career histories for several thousand executives across more 
than 200 companies. As we move from labor-intensive human coding to semi-supervised 
natural language processing and machine learning techniques, we will be able to extend the 
scope of these studies to Web scale analysis. 

Network Analysis and Modeling  
 Past research on diffusion has either ignored network structure or has treated the 
network as a fixture. A critical issue about which surprisingly little is known is the patterns 
by which large networks evolve over time. One premise of social science research facilitated 
by Web data is that the "Web" is a well-defined notion, independent of when and how it is 
measured. In fact, the Web exists in a constant state of flux. Not only is new content being 
added, but also entirely new forms of media and discourse are emerging (blogs, file sharing 
networks, and many others). Can we extract a common core structure for the Web that is 
stable across time, even as it grows, or can we make precise some of the ways in which the 
Web has undergone fundamental and qualitative changes in the past ten years? At a very 
basic level, we do not currently have a good understanding for whether the fundamental 
network properties of the Web in 1996 resemble those of the Web in 2005. For example, have 
the small-world properties, or the heavy-tailed nature of the degree distributions, remained 
roughly the same over all this time?  
 Some of our recent network studies have shown how even the most basic working 
assumptions about network structure are challenged by studying the evolution of these 
networks over long time scales. In recent work using the citation network of the e-print arXiv, 
we have found that the network is in fact densifying (the average number of edges per node is 
growing over time, rather than remaining constant as has been tacitly assumed in most 
models). We have also found that the diameters of many of these networks are in fact 
decreasing as the network grows (rather than growing slowly as a function of the number of 
nodes, as standard small-world models posit) (Leskovec, Kleinberg and Faloutsos 2005). We 



are only beginning to explore possible reasons for these phenomena, in the form of models 
and explanations exogenous to the network itself. Moreover, these finding are currently based 
on the arXiv, which is much smaller and more homogeneous than the full Web. While the 
goal is to perform these measurements on the Yesternet, the arXiv is a very appealing and 
tractable model dataset on which to perform network studies before attempting them at Web 
scale. (This issue led us to use the arXiv as the basis for framing network evolution questions 
in the 2003 KDD Cup Competition (Gehrke, Ginsparg, and Kleinberg 2003). Following this 
competition, the arXiv has become a widely used testbed in the data mining community.) 

Limitations of the Yesternet 
 Although the Yesternet will open up new avenues for research on innovation diffusion, 
there are also limitations and reasons for skepticism. Within the Internet Archive itself, some 
pages were never collected, some are lost, and others are blocked (including some discussion 
sites like LiveJournal). A more serious problem is that the Web is not representative of the 
offline world, as indicated by research on the digital divide (DiMaggio et al. 2001), a problem 
that is further complicated by the paucity of demographic data about page authors. 
 These problems are less serious in comparative studies of differences between large 
demographically homogenous groups or for studies using organizational pages that allow 
researchers to match Web data with background information obtained off-line. However, the 
anonymity characteristic of on-line interaction can be a serious limitation in studies at the 
individual level, compared to survey data with complete demographic profiles of respondents. 
For individual pages, limited demographic data can sometimes be identified (Lin and 
Halavais 2004), using page content or the geographic location of the page’s IP address. 
 Nevertheless, substantial sampling problems clearly remain. Using Pew Internet 
Research data, it is possible to identify sampling bias and adjust accordingly. It is also 
important to run validity tests to see whether well-understood results can be replicated using 
conventional sampling methods. These tests are likely to reveal systematic demographic 
biases that will need to be taken into account in the analysis and interpretation of results. It 
will also be important to compare online results with case studies of face-to-face interaction 
to test robustness and to develop qualitative insights into the character of on-line interaction. 
These limitations remind us that social science using internet data should complement other 
research strategies rather than replace them.  
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